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One World.
One Legal Research System.

vLex.com is the
global provider of legal
information, offering
access to up-to-date
content from 98 countries,
available in 12 languages.
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Legislation.
Case Law.
Books and Journals.
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Global information is now at
your fingertips
Language is no longer a barrier.
vLex is the only platform that integrates
automatic translations as well as a
system of on-demand translation.

Customer service available in nine
languages.
Questions? Comments? Contact us by
phone, e-mail or live chat.

Work from a single platform.
Nothing more to learn.
All your searches are carried out on a
single global platform, so you will only
have to learn the search system once.

The largest collection
of global content.

FEATURES
Consult legal resources
from around the world in
your own language from
a single platform.
Use the same
advanced search,
navigation and
customization functions
with all content from
every country.
vLex.com (www.vlex.com) is
the most advanced global
provider of legal information,
offering access to content
from 98 countries in 12
different languages.
vLex.com
Telf.+34 932 722 685
Contact Information & Global Distributors
http://vlex.com/corporate

Global content you can only
find at vLex.
Only vLex offers content from 98
countries in a single platform. Many
resources are available here and nowhere
else: books and publications, contracts
and forms, etc.

Thorough coverage.

A global technological platform
at your service.
Benefit from powerful search
functionalities.
Our in-house technology at your service:
relevant algorithms, advanced searches,
etc.

Customize your platform to meet
your needs.
Save important documents, create e-mail
alerts, RSS, etc.

We publish full texts (including all
sections of official journals).

Rigorous content management.

Daily updates.

We control information so that you
always have what you need when you
need it: standard versions, browsing
options, version of the text in original
format, etc.

The content at vLex is updated daily.
Find the information at vLex before it is
published in any other database.

Constant evolution.
vLex has a stringent calendar in place for
launching new countries and contents,
making the service more and more
compelling.

We have agreements with global
publishers such as the Publication Office
of the World Bank, the European Union,
the Commonwealth Secretariat and more
than 50 independent publishers
worldwide.

Integration and tracking tools.
We help you incorporate vLex contents
into your library catalogue. And we offer
you a control panel from where you can
monitor statistics about your use of the
service.

Our clients from over 40 countries
access more than 20 million legal
documents available from our advanced
platform. vLex has over 150 employees
of 30 different nationalities. The company
has its headquarters in Barcelona (Spain).

